Resonance enhanced two photon ionization s&&urn of RbCs is obtained in a very cold pulsed' molecular beam. We observe three vibrational series in the range of 540-590 nm. The excited electronic state thatt"shows a very long vibrational series is assigned to the (4) 'Zf state. The '~tabsolute vib@ional quantum numbers are determined from the isotopic shift of the vibrational ,_ :___ L_. energy.. Rotat,ional constants of several vibrational levels are determined in comparison with the Fourier transform spectroscopic-data reported previously. Another electronic state that shows a short and intense vibrational series isassigned to the (3) 'Il state and the vibrational quantum numbers are deter&ted. The term values and vibrational frequencies of 85RbCs are determined as T,z 16'6286=J= 1 cm-' and w,=24.51 ho.2 cm-' for the (4) '1;+ state and T,= 17 418.9+ 1 cm-' and w,=22.53+0.2 cm-' for the. (-3) 'Il state.
1. INTRODUCTION ' .' : -- High resolution spectroscopy of alkali metal dimers has recently been providing rich and detailed information on their molecular structures, thanks to the techniques such as Doppler-free spectroscopy, Fourier-transform (FT) -Spectroscopy, and supersonic molecular beams. Heteronuclear alkalidimers provide one of the simplest examples of .molecules without the inversion symmetry: r Since they have only two valence electrons, theoretical treatment is much simpler than those for other heteronuclear diatomits. When sufficient energy is provided, they can dissociate into fragments that have nonzero angular momentum through many different channels. Therefore, the collision processes of different open shell atoms can be investigated from the spectroscopy of heteronuclear alkali dimers. We expect more complex absorption spectra for the heteronuclear alkali dimers than for the homonuclear ones, since the g++u selection rule for-the-single @ton absorption and g&g, uttu selection rules for the perturbation in the latter are not applied to the former that do not have the inversion symmetry. -;-.% 1. -Kr+ lasers.'3-'5 They reported more detailed characterization of the ground state and constructed a Rydberg-KleinRees potential of the X 'Zf state of 85Rb133Cs up to U= 119. Furthermore, they could characterize several excited states by a&g&g rotational transitions, when the blue lines (454.5-501.7 nm) are usedas an excitation laser. Although they also observed LIF 'after the excitation-by the 568.2 nm Krf laser line, the molecular structure of the upper state was not determined, since enough data points were not available. Interestingly, they observed only P,R doublet series in the fluorescence terminating to the high vibrational levels of the ground state, in contrast to Katb and Kobayashi's observation. From this, they suggested rhat the fluorescing state which gives the-long v" progressions has '8+ symmetry.
Although-an increasing number of studies are reported on the heteronuclear alkali dimers,'-' spectroscopic studies on the RbCs molecule are still quite rare. While some absorption bands were observed by the early studies of Walter and Barratt,g Loomis and Kusch;!:, and Kusch" more than 50 years ago, detailed rotational analysis became possible only recently.
These apparently conflicting results of the two. high resolution studies on the orange band (near 570 nm) of RbCs may'be ascribed to the experimental difficulties. In order to prepare RbCs in detectable concentrations, we need to mix Rb with.Cs and heat up to about 550 K, th-us RbCs coexists with RbZ, and. Cs2. These species;+ all of which show very rich and complex absorption bands in the visible region, have large reduced masses and very small rotational and vibrational constants. In addition, rubidium has two stable isotopes, of which the natural abundance is 72.1.5%. for 85Rb and 27.85% for 87Rb. All these facts add to the complexity of the absorption spectrum of this mixture.~ .
Owing to these experimental difficulties, very high resKata and Kobayashi observed laser induced fluoresolution techniques such as FT spectroscopy have been recence (LIE) of RbCs in a heat pipe at 550 K, excited by a quired for the study of RbCs. However, the direct absorpsingle mode line of a Kr+ laser at 568.2 ~1.1~ The spectra tion or excitation spectrum of RbCs using the laser has not consisted of long series of vibrational lines up to the point been obtained so far. In the FT high resolution spectrosof convergence. From the-rotational analysis of this spectra copy reported by. Gustavsson et al. 's-r5 the molecules are they characterized the tZf ground state. Since the series of prepared in a certain excited state and the fluorescence to -fluorescence lines consisted of either single Q lines or P,R lower levels are.collected, as in the dispersed fluorescence doublets, they tentatively characterized the excited state as experiment. In this case;not only an elaborate and extena 'lIstate with T,-16 170 cm-' and we-30 cm-. '. sive analysisof a'large amount of spectral data is necessary Gustavsson, Amiot, and Verges observed LIF in a heat in order to assign the upper and lower rovibronic levels, pipe after excitation by several visible lines of the Ar+' and the information 'on the upper excited levels that can be obtained is often. limited, since the number of available laser lines of appropriate wavelengths is frequently not large enough.
In this paper we report the first laser excitation spectrum of RbCs in the orange band. We prepare RbCs in a very cold molecular beam using a new high temperature pulsed nozzle, which has been very effective in the study of alkali metal dimers. l&2' We have. eliminated most of the previously mentioned experimental difficulties by applying the resonance enhanced two photon ionization (REZPI) technique and mass spectrometric detection to this very cold molecular beam. Since the -number of the spectral lines is greatly reduced at the very low internal temperatures achieved in the cold pulsed beam, and the species of appropriate masses are selectively detected, the excitation spectrum becomes much simplified, leading to a straightforward analysis.
We have observed three distinct vibrational progressions in the excitation spectrum of RbCs between 540 and 590 nm. The band origins could be determined directly from the band contour.21 From the isotopic vibrational energy shift we assign unambiguously the absolute vibrational quantum numbers of the two vibrational progressions. In addition, by combining the band origin data with those obtained from the FT spectroscopy, l4 which are fragmentary but of high resolution, accurate rotational constants were obtained. From this analysis we show that a *X+ and. 'Il states are responsible for the two progressions.
RbCs is produced by expanding Rb and Cs vapor with Kr gas using a .high temperature pulsed nozzle. The nozzle is made of a modified fuel injector of an automobile (Nippon Denso). In most of the experiments the nozzle temperature was maintained at 400 "C. One gram of 99.95% Cs and 1 gram of 99% Rb (Mitsuwa Chemicals) are filled together in the sample room of the pulsed nozzle. The pulsed supersonic jet, in which Cs, Cs2, Rb, Rb2, RbCs, and the seeding gas were the major species, was collimated by a 1.5 mm diameter skimmer, (Beam Dynamics) located 6 cm from the nozzle. The skimmed molecular beam was intersected at right angles by the excitation laser 8 cm from the skimmer. A typical pressure was 2~ 10-4-Torr for the source chamber and 4X 10v7 Torr for the detection chamber when the pulsed nozzle was operated at 4 Hz with 600 Torr of Kr backing pressure.
Ions formed by the absorption of two photons from the excitation laser were accelerated by a double electrostatic field time-of-flight lens to about 3500 eV and traveled through a 70 cm long field free region toward a dual microchannel plate detector. The ion signal was. then amplitled by a fast preamplifier and sent to a boxcar integrator. By collimating the laser beam with a skimmer, we could achieve very good mass selection, with the mass resolution of about 500 at the mass of s5Rb'33Cs (217.8 a.u. ) . The ion signals of both s5Rb133Cs and 87Rb133Cs .were monitored simultaneously by using a pair of boxcar integrators. The frequency of the excitation laser was measured simultaneously at the time of the experiment by sending a fraction of the laser beam through an optogalvanic device filled with Ne. The excitation source was an excimer laser pumped dye laser with a nominal bandwidth of 0.2 cm-'. The laser power was reduced to less than 1OO'pJ per pulse by neutral density filters in order to avoid saturation and power broadening.
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. RESPI spectrum Figure 1 shows part of the RE2PI spectrum of the (2) 'II-X '2+ transition of RbCs near 650 nm. The upper trace of Fig. 1 corresponds to the spectrum of "Rb13 Cs and the lower one to that of 85Rb133Cs. The molecular beam is generated by expansion with 600 Torr of Kr. By simulating the rotational contours with known molecular parameters of the (2) 'II and ground states,'4"5 the rota- tional temperature was calculated to be about 1 K. Since hot bands were not observed in the spectrum, the vibrational temperature was estimated to be lower than 5 K. As shown in Table I , the term values of the vibrational levels estimated from the peak positions21 in this spectrum agree. very well with the values obtained by the high resolution FT spectroscopy. I5 From this comparison, we estimate that the accuracy of the term values determined from this RE2PI spectrum is &O.l'cm-'. Figure 2 shows the RE2PI spectrum of RbCs observed between 17 000 and 18 400 cm-'. The spectrum is obtained under the same experimental conditions as the spectrum in Fig. 1 . Two vibrational progressions are clearly seen in the spectrum. The long vibrational progression observed in the range of 17 000-17 900 cm-' is labeled as A and the short and intense progression in the range of 17 400-17 800 cm-' is labeled as B. On closer inspection, it is found that the progression in the range of 17 900-18 400 cm-' belongs to another vibrational series and we label it as C. In Fig. 3 the spectrum in Fig. 2 is expanded, showing the A and B progressions. We observe peaks belonging to the A and B progressions overlap near 17 619.8 and 17 659.6 cm-' (indicated by arrows). This suggests that the interaction of the two electronic states of the A and B'progressions is not so large and thus the two electronic states probably are not of the same symmetry. The term values of the vibrational levels belonging to the vibrational progressions A and B are listed in Tables II and III, respectively.
-The vibrational energy level spacing, AG,= G,, , -G,, for the progression A is calculated from the vibrational term values in Table II and plotted as a function of n, the relative vibrational quantum number (u=n +N, u is the absolute vibrational quantum number), in Fig. 4 . The open squares correspond to the level spacings of the 85RbCs and the filled squares correspond to those of 87RbCs. To a first approximation, the energy of a rotationless vibrational level and AG, can be described by the equations, To= Te+w,
AG,=0,-2w~~(v+ l), (2) where T, is the electronic term value. Thus the slope of the AG, vs v plot gives -20~~. For a Morse potential, AG, vs u plot becomes a straight line. However, the AG, curve of real molecules deviates from a straight line for high vibrational levels, because terms in higher powers of (U + l/2) need to be added to Eq. (1) for more accurate description. If there is no strong perturbation from nearby electronic states, the AG, curve generally shows a negative curvature for most~non-ionic electronic states, whereas it shows a positive curvature for The w$c, values obtained by fitting the AG;curve for O<n<20 to a straight line using the least-squares method are 0.1341 cm-l for *'RbCs and 0.1357 cm-' for *'RbCs. The ratio of these values gives 0.9882, which is close to the expected value from the ratio of the reduced masses of the two isotopes, 0.985 977 ( p2) .
In Fig. 5 , the vibrational energy level spacing AG, for the progression B is plotted as a function of n. By fitting the graph to a straight line for O<n<8, we.obtain m&e as 0.0991 cm-' for 85Rb'33Cs and 0.0969 cm-l for 87RbCs.
B. Determination of the vibrational quantum numbers
Absolute vibrational quantum numbers can be accurately determined from the differences in the energy of the vibrational levels of the two isotopes of RbCs. Since it is known that the electronic isotope shift is negligible for RbCs," the energy difference of the two vibrational levels that have the same vibrational quantum number but belong to different isotopes is given by 
assuming that the vibrational energy is well described by Eq. (l).-From the fitted values of ode,, we can estimate the AT, values for the assumed values of N, the difference between the absolute and 'relative vibrational quantum numbers. As shown in Table IV , the estimated AT, values show excellent agreement with the observed AT, when N is 10. When N value is changed =k 1, the estimated AT, values show deviations of more than 0.12 cm-' from the observed values for all the vibrational levels. Therefore, we assign the absolute quantum number of the vibrational band of *'RbCs at 16 892.57 cm-' as 11. From this assignment, we determine the electronic term value and vibrational frequency df the electronic state'responsible for the progression A as .T,= 16 628.6* 1.5 cm-' tind w,=24.51_~
cm-' (for 85RbCs).
Using the same method, we determine the absolute vibrational quantum numbers of the progression B. The AT,, determined fr.om the term values and calculated from Eq. (3) are compared in Table V . As shown in this table, the calculated isotope shifts show good agreement with the observed values when M is 2. Thug we assign the absolute vibrational quantum number of the vibrational level. of 85RbCs at 17 496.54 cm-' as 3. The electronic term value and vibrational frequency for this electronic state are determined as T,=17 418.9*0.4 cm-' and w,~:22.53kO.l cm-' (for *'RbCs). 
C. Determination of the rotational con&ants of the observed bands
Approximate rotational constants can be obtained from the simulation of the rotational contourof the excitation spectrum. Fortunately, we have an additional set of spectral information for the electronic states that are shown in Fig. 3 . Gustavsson et al. obtained high resolution IT spectra of RbCs using various Kr+ laser lines.14 When the 568.2 run line of Krf laser was used, it is believed to excite several rovibrational levels of the upper electronic states that are observed in the present experiment. Although the vibrational quantum numbers of the excited rovibronic levels pumped by the 568.2-run line could not be identified by the IiT study, the term values and rotational quantum numbers of the initial and linal states are determined accurately by using the molecular constants of the well characterized ground electronic state. Table VI shows the term values and rotational quantum numbers corresponding to the initial and final states, obtained by the FT study.14 From these rovibronic term values and the vibronic term values listed in Tables II and III , we can estimate the rotational energies of the upper rovibronic levels.
For example, let us find out the vibrational quantum number (v') of the rovibronic level that has a term value of 17 751.882 cm-'. In the FT spectroscopic study, the fluorescence from this level to the ground state shows a long vibrational progression ( v" = O-l 18 ) . This observation indicates that the equilibrium internuclear distance of the excited electronic state is much shifted from that of the ground electronic state, thus the excitation spectrum from the ground state to this excited electronic state would also show a long vibrational series. Since the progression A consists of more than 78 vibrational bands, while the progression B shows only 16 bands, it is deduced that this rotational level at 17 751.882 cm-l belongs to the electronic state that gives the progression A. This is further supported by the derived rotational constants (see the discussion below). Also the FT spectroscopic study shows that very high vibrational levels of the upper state are pumped by the 568.2 run laser line, since every other R,P pair of the fluorescence series is fairly strong.14 This observation is another indication that the pumped level giving a long series of P,R doublet fluorescence corresponds to the progression A, because the high vibrational levels of the progression B cannot be reached from the v"=2 level according to the analysis in the previous section. Now the vibrational quantum number (v' ) of the rovibronic levels listed in Table VI can be determined by the trial and error method. Assume that the absolute vibrational quantum number of the rovibronic level with a term value of 17 751.882 cm-' is 64. The vibrational term value of the v' = 64 level is 17 723.66 cm-' (Table II) . The rotational energy is the difference of these two term values. To a 8rst approximation, the rotational energy can be represented by &, =&JCJ+ 1) * (4) Since the rotational quantum number (J') for this rovibronic state is 45, the effective rotational constant B,, is determined as 0.013 63 cm-'. Similarly, B,, becomes 0.007 368 and 0.001098 cm-', if we assume v'=65 and 66, respectively.
In Fig. 6(a) , the simulation of the rotational contour of the vibrational band that belongs to the progression A and has v'= 65 is shown.24 B' =0.007 37 cm-' is assumed and only the P and R branches are included in the simulation. Simulations with other two B' values give much larger deviations from the experimental contour. From this analysis we determine that the rovibronic-level with a term value of 17 751.882 cm-l has a vibrational quantum number of 65 and Be, of 0.007 368 cm--'.
The B,,'s for other rovibronic levels in Table VI are determined by similar methods and listed. in Table VII with the assigned vibrational quantum numbers. In this table, the estimated B,,'s for the rovibrational levels with v' = 67 and J' = 70 and 98 are significantly different. This is due to the centrifugal force which makes the moment of inertia larger with increasing rotation (increasing J). As an improved approximation that' includes the centrifugal effect, the rotational energy can be represented by
The two rotational constants, B, and D,, are determined from the rotational energies of the two rovibronic levels with v' = 67 and J' =70 and 98, respectively, as B,=7.371 *0.02X10v3 cm-' and D,==1.2=l=O.2XlO-* cm-'. Assuming that D, does not vary significantly with v in the range of 57 < u < 82, we calculate BU's from the rotational energies and the D, value. The B, values thus obtained are also listed in Table VII of B, are reasonable and indicate that these rotational levels indeed belong to the electronic state that gives the progression A. In the FT spectroscopic data, a Q-branch transition is only seen for a single rovibronic level, of which the term value is 17 709.142 cm-'. Determining which progression this rovibronic state corresponds to, either A or B, would help us to identify the electronic symmetry of these vibrational progressions.
If this level belongs to the electronic state that gives the progression A, when the vibrational quantum number is assumed to be v'=59, 60, and 61, the corresponding Beds are obtained as 0.009 444,0.006 983; and 0.004 562 cm-', respectively. Considering that B,,'s are 0.007 509' and 0.007413 cm-l for v'=57 and 62, respectively, the B,$s of the vibrational states for 57 < v ' '< 62 should have values between 0.007 509 and 0.007 413 cm-'. Because none of the above values falls in the expected range, the rovibronic level at 17 709.142 cm-' does not seem to belong to the electronic state that gives the progression A. In the FT study it is reported that the fluorescence from this level (the Q series) shows completely different intensity variations with u" than the P,R series.i4 Note in Table VI that the fluorescence from this level gives much shorter vibra- tional series than from other levels, which are reached by the P,R transitions and assigned to belong to the progression A. If this rovibronic level corresponds to the electronic state of the progression B, when the vibrational quantum numbers are assumed to be v"=9, 10, and 11, the corresponding Beis are obtained as 0.015 72, 0.011.92, and 0.008 15 cm-', respectively. In Fig. 6(b) . the experimental rotational contour of the vibrational band that belongs to the progression B is shown with the simulated contour. Here the band with u' = 11 is used for the comparison with the simulation since the v' = 10 band is overlapped with a peak from the progression A and thus the contour is modified. & of 0.01192 cm-' reproduces the experimental contour we11.24 When other two values of BeE are assumed, the simulated contours show larger deviations from the experimental contour.
From these analyses, we conclude that the level at 17 709.142 cm-', which is reached by. a Q-branch transition, belongs to the electronic state that corresponds to the progression B and its rotational constant, BeE, is 1.192 f 0.003 X 10m2 cm-'.
D. Identity of the excited states
According to the FT fluorescence spectrum and the analysis in the previous section,. only P,R doublets are detected when the rovibronic levels of the A progression are excited.14 Since the ground state is a 'Z+ state, the upper state must be a '2+ state if Hund's case (a) or (b) shown in parentheses]. Also the transitions corresponding to the progression A are easily saturated, indicating that the oscillator strength is rather large and it is not likely to be a singlet-triplet transition, which is forbidden in a first approximation by the hs=O selection rule. From these, we assign the excited state ofthe progression A to a lx+ state. Since the B progression shows even stronger transitions, the electronic state that gives the B progression does not seem to be a triplet state. Considerifig that the electronic state of. the progression B is prepared by 'the Q-branch transition (see previous section) and it is snot perturbing the Ix+; state significantly (see the arrows ih Fig. 3) ) it is most probably a 'lYI state. = Table VIII compares the molecular parameters obtained from our analysis and calculated from the pseudopotential calculations by Pavolini et al. 25 In their-calculations, the estimated rotational constants, Be, are in most cases larger than the experimental values by less than 0.001 cm-'. The r, values tend to be slightly overestimated by less than 500 cm-'. The w, values are generally overestimated by less than 7-cm-'.
In view of this comp&ison, the calculated values for the (3) 'II state show reasonable agreement with the experimentally obtained values for the electronic state of the progression B, thus supporting our assignment. Although the calculated molecular constants of the (4) 'Ef state show rather large discrepancies from those of the progression A, particularly for the vibrational frequency, they are much closer to the experimental values than those of the (5) 'E+ state. Since the (3) 'YE+ state is already assigned to another state with the experimental T, of 13 053 cm-', we assign the excited electronic state that gives them progression A to the (4) '2+ state. The-discrepancies between the theoretical and experimental molecular parameters for this state are. probably due to the insufficient accuracy of the calculations. In case of Cs2, the D '2: state has a much smaller rotational constant (0.0078: cm-') than that of the ground state (0.0117 cm-' ) and the excitation spec- trum shows a.very 'long vibrational series up to u' -120, which is close to the dissociation limit.26
The progression C is shown in detail in Fig. 7 . Table  IX shows the term values of the vibrational levels of the progression C. Although the two vibrational series, A and C, are overlapped near 17 900 cm-', their-identities can be easily determined, since the magnitudes of the vibrational isotope shift are very different for two series, as seen k Tables II and IX. The labeling of the electronic state that is responsible for the progression C is not evident. Since it shows a long vibrational series with more than 40 vibrational bands and the rotational contours are broad and red-shaded, the equilibrium internuclear distance of the excited state is probably much longer than that of the ground state. When compared to the results from the pseuddpotential calculations,25 possible candidates for the excited state of the C progression are the (4) 38+ state and (3) 311 states. However, the (4) 32+ state does not have good FranckCondon factors, and the 311 state would show a pair of vibrational progression, as explained in the previous discussion. Since many curve crossings occur in this wavelength region according to the pseudopotential calculations 25 the excited state 'of the progression C may arise from' an avoided crossing and a definite assignment to an electronic state in Hund's case (a) may not be clear. Since AG, spacings of the C progression show slight increment initially (See Table IX ), the vibrational quantum numbers could not be determined from the isotope shifts. -Similar anomalous AG, spacings are also observed for the (3) lBf state of RbCs and explained as the result of a mixing between a covalent and an ionic state.15 The pseudopotential calculations predict a curve crossing between the (3) 311 and (3) 'II states near 17 900 cm-' above the ground state.= Iti conclusion, we .observed three electronic states of RbCs in the range of 540-570 nm and characterized the vibrational structures. The rotational constants and term values of two electronic states are determined. We have TABLE IX. Term values for the vibrational levels of the C progression (in cm-'). Since the ion signals are much weaker for this progression, the term values are less accurate than those of the A and B progressions. shown that the electronic state that gives a long vibrational progression in the RE2PI spectrum corresponds to the state that gives a long P,R series in the FT fluorescence spectrum and assigned it to the (4) '2+ state. Another short and intense progression is shown to correspond to a state that gives a Q series in the FT fluorescence spectrum, and we assigned this state to the (3) 'II state. It is shown that. the RE2PI technique combined with a very cold molecular beam is very effective in the study of the complex bands of heteronuclear alkali dimers. Also the data from the high resolution FT. spectrum have been very helpful in the analysis of the RE2PI spectrum.
